


  

    Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanismBrout-Englert-Higgs mechanism
      Spontaneous breaking of  EW symmetry   Spontaneous breaking of  EW symmetry   
      SU(2) x U(1) → ?SU(2) x U(1) → ?

      Two Higgs Doublet ModelTwo Higgs Doublet Modelss
        Two doublets of  SU(2) (Y=1, Two doublets of  SU(2) (Y=1, =1)  -  =1)  -  Φ₁ , Φ₂Φ₁ , Φ₂
        Masses for WMasses for W, Z (, Z (=1), no mass for photon?     =1), no mass for photon?     
        Fermion masses via Yukawa interaction – Fermion masses via Yukawa interaction – 
                                                            various models – Model I, II, III, IV...various models – Model I, II, III, IV...
      
        
                                  
                                                                                                

5 scalars:  H+ and  H-  and  neutrals:5 scalars:  H+ and  H-  and  neutrals:
  - CP conservation: CP-even h, H & CP-odd A - CP conservation: CP-even h, H & CP-odd A 
  - CP violation: h- CP violation: h11,h,h22,h,h33 with undefinite CP parity* with undefinite CP parity*

Sum rules (relative couplings to SM Sum rules (relative couplings to SM )  )  



  

2HDMs

Potential                                     YukawaPotential                                     Yukawa

VacuumVacuum

SYMMETRIES!!!



  

2HDM Potential   2HDM Potential   (Lee'73)(Lee'73)

    V = V = λλ11(Φ₁†Φ₁)²+λ₂(Φ₂†Φ₂)²+λ₃(Φ₁†Φ₁)(Φ₂†Φ₂)(Φ₁†Φ₁)²+λ₂(Φ₂†Φ₂)²+λ₃(Φ₁†Φ₁)(Φ₂†Φ₂)

            + λ₄(Φ₁†Φ₂)(Φ₂†Φ₁)+ [λ₅(Φ₁†Φ₂)²+h.c]+ λ₄(Φ₁†Φ₂)(Φ₂†Φ₁)+ [λ₅(Φ₁†Φ₂)²+h.c]

            + + [(λ₆(Φ₁†Φ₁)+λ₇(Φ₂†Φ₂))(Φ₁†Φ₂)+h.c][(λ₆(Φ₁†Φ₁)+λ₇(Φ₂†Φ₂))(Φ₁†Φ₂)+h.c]

            -m²₁₁(Φ₁†Φ₁)-m²₂₂(Φ₂†Φ₂)-[-m²₁₁(Φ₁†Φ₁)-m²₂₂(Φ₂†Φ₂)-[m²₁₂(Φ₁†Φ₂)+h.c.m²₁₂(Φ₁†Φ₂)+h.c.]]

    Z₂  symmetry transformation: Φ₁ Φ₁  Φ₂  - Φ₂→ →Z₂  symmetry transformation: Φ₁ Φ₁  Φ₂  - Φ₂→ →
        Hard Z₂ symmetry violation: Hard Z₂ symmetry violation: λ₆, λ₇ termsλ₆, λ₇ terms
          Soft  Z₂ symmetry violation: Soft  Z₂ symmetry violation: m²₁₂m²₁₂ term       (Re  term       (Re m²₁₂=µ²m²₁₂=µ²))
          Explicit Z₂  symmetry in V:  Explicit Z₂  symmetry in V:  λ₆, λ₇, λ₆, λ₇, m²₁₂=0m²₁₂=0



  

ZZ22 symmetry:  symmetry: Φ₁  Φ₁   Φ₂  - Φ₂ → →Φ₁  Φ₁   Φ₂  - Φ₂ → →   
      -  Explicit -  Explicit ZZ22 symmetry   symmetry  in the Lagrangian Lin the Lagrangian L→ → 
              no CP violation in the scalar sector         no CP violation in the scalar sector         Branco, Rebelo
      -   Softly  broken Z-   Softly  broken Z22→  →  
              CP violation possible, tree-level FCNC absent,decouplingCP violation possible, tree-level FCNC absent,decoupling
    -    Hard breaking Z-    Hard breaking Z22→ → 
              CP violation possible, even without CP mixing (*)CP violation possible, even without CP mixing (*)
              tree-level FCNC dangertree-level FCNC danger
                                                                                                                                      
                          ZZ22 symmetry both  symmetry both in L and in vacuumin L and in vacuum – Inert Model – Inert Model
                 →                    →   Φ₁ Φ₁ as in SM, with Higgs boson h SM-likeas in SM, with Higgs boson h SM-like
                    →                    → Φ₂ - Φ₂ -   no vevno vev, with 4 scalars (no Higgs bosons!), with 4 scalars (no Higgs bosons!)
                                              no interaction with fermions  (inert  doublet)no interaction with fermions  (inert  doublet)
                 →                   →  The lightest scalar -candidate for a dark matter.The lightest scalar -candidate for a dark matter.
                                Conserved Conserved Z₂- parity, only Z₂- parity, only   Φ₂ has Z₂Φ₂ has Z₂-odd parity.-odd parity.
                                  

Weinberg,Paschos

Today 
?

Ma'78



  

Possible vacuum states             Possible vacuum states             
                                            (real parameters in V)(real parameters in V)
The most general vacuum stateThe most general vacuum state

                                                                                with vwith v11, v, v22, u ,  , u ,  ξ - real, positiveξ - real, positive

the the Inert Inert vacuum             u = vvacuum             u = v22 = 0, v = v = 0, v = v11

the CP conserving the CP conserving CPc CPc      u =      u = ξξ = 0 = 0
the Charge Breaking the Charge Breaking ChBChB  v  v22= = ξ =0 ξ =0 



  

Various vacua on Various vacua on λλ55 x  x λλ44 plane plane
                                                                      

                                                                                                              ChargeCharge
                                                                                                              Breaking Breaking 
                                                                                                              ChBChB

CP conserving – CPc CP conserving – CPc                                                                                 
                                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                            

Here λ1λ2-λ3>0

Potential V 
Z2 symmetric



  

Yukawa interactions
         ( with or without Z2 symmetry)

  Model I  - only Model I  - only Φ₁ Φ₁ interacts with fermions interacts with fermions 
  Model II - Model II - ΦΦ₁ ₁ with down-type fermions with down-type fermions       dd

                                  ΦΦ22    with up-type fermions       uwith up-type fermions       u

  Model III -  both doublets interact with fermionsModel III -  both doublets interact with fermions
  Model IV - leptons interacts with one doublet,      Model IV - leptons interacts with one doublet,      

                   quarks with other                   quarks with other
  Top 2HDM – top with one doubletTop 2HDM – top with one doublet
                                                  + Extra dim 2HDM models + Extra dim 2HDM models 



  

Relative couplings (respect SM)Relative couplings (respect SM)
For neutral Higgs particles hFor neutral Higgs particles hii , i = 1,2,3 , i = 1,2,3

there are relations among couplings, eg.there are relations among couplings, eg.

      So, if one neutral Higgs boson has SM-like  So, if one neutral Higgs boson has SM-like  
coupling coupling χχ=1 =1 - others have vanishing couplings - others have vanishing couplings 
                                                                                                  



  

Model IIModel II



  
Also in corrections to 
hhh  - Kanemura...

Decoupling and non-decouplingDecoupling and non-decoupling
(or SM-like h)(or SM-like h)

    



  

Signal of a SM-like h (LHC) Signal of a SM-like h (LHC) 
 Scalar h – mass region as allowed  for HScalar h – mass region as allowed  for HSMSM

                           –                            – direct couplings direct couplings   as for Has for HSMSM

                                                            (within exp. accuracy) (within exp. accuracy)    = 1; = 1;
                                                            in practice |in practice |sign may differ.sign may differ.  
                                                            So,  loop coupling ggh and So,  loop coupling ggh and   hh
                                                          may differ from the SM predictionmay differ from the SM prediction
                                                          (also other contributions possible)(also other contributions possible)
      
                              

                         –                          – no other Higgs particle seenno other Higgs particle seen
                                    

H+ 600GeV
Note: both h and H can be SM-like !



  

B → tau nu, D →  tau nu → lower limit on mass H+



  

LEP: 2HDM with Z2 symmetry



  



  



  

Babar2010

D. Temes, MK 2005
      Eur.Phys.J. C44 (2005) 435



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

Constraints Constraints 
MA = 100 GeV

sin(beta-alpha)=0



  



  

B to tau nuB to tau nu



  



  



  



  



  



  Large contribution  to F_S due to H+ for large tan beta 



  



  

MMhh vs tan  vs tan For h mass  115 -127 GeV

          tan  tan  



 constrained by 
mass not Yukawa!

SM-like  Mixed Model

1112.5086v2 
[hep-ph]

B.Gorczyca, MK



  

g-2 for muon



  



  



  

ConclusionsConclusions
 2HDM – a great laboratory for physics BSM2HDM – a great laboratory for physics BSM
 In many Standard ModelIn many Standard Models s SM-like scenariosSM-like scenarios
can be realized: can be realized: 
[Higgs mass >114 GeV, SM tree-level couplings][Higgs mass >114 GeV, SM tree-level couplings]
 In models with two doublets:In models with two doublets:
  - MSSM with decoupling of heavy Higgses - MSSM with decoupling of heavy Higgses 
                                                                                              → → LHC-wedgeLHC-wedge
- 2HDM with and without CP violation- 2HDM with and without CP violation
                                                          both h or H can be SM-likeboth h or H can be SM-like
- Dark  2HDM (Intert Model)- Dark  2HDM (Intert Model)
                    Loop effects = a window to heavy sectorLoop effects = a window to heavy sector
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